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1. Introduction – The LIFE BAQUA project “Solutions through the new use for a waste of banana crop

to develop products in aquaculture and plastics sector” (LIFE15 ENV/ES/000157) is included in the

Environment and Climate Action LIFE Programme. The main objective of the project is to establish a

new circular economy approach to take advantage of wastes from banana plantations. From the

pseudostem and using mechanical processing, two different raw materials are obtained: high quality

natural fibres from one side and the residual pulp on the other side. In this work, we are focused in the use

of the banana fibre. The application of natural fibre reinforced composites in industrial applications is

growing due to natural fibres are an attractive alternative to synthetic fibres. However, it is necessary the

application of treatments to the fibre to improve the compatibility between fibre and matrix, and

consequently the properties of the composite. Due to the economic and environmental cost of the

chemical treatment, in the third generation of fibre of this project it has been studied an alternative

method to improve the quality of fibre reducing the dirt percentage.

2. Experimental – Banana fibres were extracted mechanically from banana tree pseudostems with a

patented system by the University of Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (ULPGC). This prototype equipment

enables extracting fibre from the leaves by scraping it in two stages: linear scrapping and rotational

scrapping. In this work to improve the quality of the fibre, brushes and blades with different

configurations were added in the rotational scrapping. To select the best configuration, it was tested the

remaining dirt percentage and the fibre lost percentage due to the brushes. Then, parts where

manufactured by injection moulding with PLA and fibre percentages of 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10%. For the

characterization of the composites, tensile, TGA and FTIR tests have been carried out.

3. Results and Discussion – In relation to the brushing process, adding interchangeable blades that can

adjust the gap required for scraping the fibre, reduces the dirt percentage up to 47%. In addition, with a

greater length in the brushing area, it is obtained a higher reduction of the residues, however, add many

brushes to the rotor, although the dirt content is reduced up to 60%, the fibre breakage can be up to 30%.

Therefore, it is decided to use a combined system of 5 blades and 5 brushes, thus the number of brushes

does not produce a high fibre breakage and achieve a considerable reduction of dirt particles. Comparing

the elastic modulus of untreated, alkali treated and combed banana fibre, it is observed a higher elastic

modulus with combed banana fibre, followed by untreated and alkali treated fibre. Lastly, comparing the

TGA curves it is observed that the thermogravimetric behaviour of combed fibre is similar to the

untreated fibre. On the other hand, the alkali treated fibre has a higher degradation temperature so it can

be used for plastics that require a higher process temperature.

4. Conclusions – The use of a brushing process in the extraction of banana fibre is justified from two

points of view. Firstly, comparing with the chemical treatment, it implies less processes, lower cost and

lower waste production that must be managed or that involve secondary operations (black liquor of the

treatment). On the other hand, due to the fibre weigh loss in the brushing process is less with respect to

the treatment, 7.3% compared to 20.8% the supply of pseudostems necessary to cover a demand is less.
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